In this paper, we present the results of parallelizing the Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm. The data dependence analysis of the loop iterations was applied in order to parallelize this algorithm. The OpenMP standard is used for presenting a parallel algorithm. The classic DES algorithm can be divided into parallelizable and unparallelizable parts. As a result of our experiments it was stated that most of the "for" loops of the DES algorithm are well suitable for parallelization. The experiments with the parallel part of the algorithm against the sequential one using two-processors machine has shown that the speed-up is about 1.95. However, the rest code, containing I/O functions, is unparallelizable that reduces the speed-up of the parallel program running on multiprocessor computers.
INTRODUCTION
Considering the fact that the relatively large part of the sequential DES algorithm source code is filled in with the "for" loops and the most of computation is comprised in these loops, it is possible and useful to parallelize this algorithm. The parallel DES algorithm will permit us to reduce the time of running cryptographic tasks on multiprocessor computers. This problem is also connected with the current world tendency to the hardware implementation of cryptographic algorithms (just because we also need parallel algorithms in this case). The major subject of this paper is to present the parallel DES algorithm. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we in brief describe the DES algorithm. Section 3 contains the description of the parallelization of the sequential DES algorithm. Section 4 presents experimental results (regarding efficiency) obtained for a parallel DES algorithm.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA ENCRYPTION STANDARD ALGORITHM
The Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm, adopted by the U.S. government in 1977, officially described in FIPS PUB 46 [1] , widely used for many applications, is a symmetric block cipher algorithm that transforms 64-bit plaintext blocks under a 56-bit secret key, by means of permutation and substitution [1] .
⊕ -XOR operation 64-bit ciphertext Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the DES algorithm.
It consists of the following steps: 1. Take 64-bit input block of plaintext and permute it with Initial Permutation (IP) [1] . 2. Split the permuted block into two halves: the first 32 bits is named L 0 and the last 32 bits-R 0 [1] . 3. Take 64-bit key, discard its parity bits and permute it with Permuted Choice 1 (PC-1) [ permutations are inverses of one another [1] .
The DES algorithm encrypts 64-bit input block of plaintext by means of the algorithms above (p.1÷7). In order to decrypt the ciphertext, we have to use the same algorithm and the keys K i in the reverse order (because, it is a symmetric algorithm).
The DES algorithm turns a 64-bit input block of plaintext (M) into a 64-bit output block of ciphertext (C). To encrypt or decrypt more than 64 bits, there are four official modes. If each 64-bit block is encrypted individually, then the mode of encryption is called the Electronic Code Book (ECB) mode [1] . 
PARALLELIZATION OF THE ALGORITHM
A C source code of the sequential DES algorithm in the ECB mode [1] contains nine "for" loops (including no I/O function). As a result of the detailed analysis of these loops, we have come to the conviction that seven of them are suitable for parallelization.
Five of them are presented in the deskey() function, which sets the internal key register according to the hexadecimal key contained in the 8 bytes of the hexkey, according to the DES algorithm, for encryption or decryption [1] . One of them is presented in the des_enc() function, which encrypts blocks in the ECB mode and the last is presented in the des_dec() function, which decrypts blocks in the ECB mode.
First, we present five "for" loops included in the deskey() function. Below, the declarations of variables of the deskey() function [1] [7] 3.2.
for( j = 0; j < 28; j++ ) { l = j + totrot Now, we present the "for" loops included in the des_enc() and des_dec() functions.
Below, the declarations of the variables of the des_enc() and des_dec() functions are presented [1] : int i, blocks; unsigned long work [2] , ek[32], dk [32] ; unsigned char *cp; There is the following form of the "for" loop included in the des_enc() function [1] :
for(i=0; i < blocks; i++) { scrunch(cp, work); desfunc(work, dc->ek); unscrun(work, cp); cp++; } The form of the "for" loop included in the des_dec() function [1] is as follows: 3.7.
for(i=0; i < blocks; i++) { scrunch(cp, work); desfunc(work, dc->dk); unscrun(work, cp); cp++; } We have used Petit to parallelize the loops above and the OpenMP standard to present parallel loops.
Developed at the University of Maryland under the Omega Project and freely available both for DOS and Linux systems, Petit is a research tool for analyzing array data dependences [4] , [5] .
Petit has the following basic features [4] :
• not perfectly nested loops analysis;
• memory-and value-based dependence analysis based on the Omega test;
• nonlinear dependence analysis based on uninterpreted function symbols;
• scalar / array expansion and privatization;
• an interface that allows browsing programs and dependence relations, etc. Petit operates on programs in a simple Fortran-like language that has the following features [5]:
• one input file has to include the only one procedure;
• do not operates on complex data structures (s. a. unions, structures);
• do not accept expression containing indexes, etc. The OpenMP Application Program Interface (API) supports multi-platform shared-memory parallel programming in C/C++ and Fortran on all architectures including Unix and Windows NT platforms. OpenMP is a collection of compiler directives, library routines and environment variables that can be used to specify shared memory parallelism. The OpenMP directives extend a sequential programming language with Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) constructs, work-sharing constructs, synchronization constructs and help us to operate on private data. An OpenMP program begins execution as a single task (master thread). When a parallel construct is encountered, the master thread creates a team of threads. The statements within the parallel construct are executed in parallel by each thread in the team. At the end of the parallel construct, the threads of the team are synchronized. Then only the master thread continues execution. To build a valid parallel code, it is necessary to foresee all dependences, conflicts and requirements regarding parallelism of the program [2] , [3] .
The process of the DES algorithm parallelization can be divided into the following stages:
• carrying out the dependence analysis of a sequential source code in order to detect parallelizable loops; • finding the dependence vectors for loops using Petit;
• selecting parallelization methods;
• constructing the parallel forms of the source loops in accordance with the OpenMP API requirements.
There are the following basic types of the data-dependences that occur in "for" loops [6] , [7] :
A Data Flow Dependence indicates a write-before-read ordering that must be satisfied. This dependence cannot be avoided and limits possible parallelism. The following loop yields these dependences:
A Data anti-dependence indicates a read-before-write ordering that should not be violated when performing computations in parallel. There are techniques for eliminating these dependences [7] . The loop below produces anti-dependences:
An Output Dependence indicates a write-before-write ordering. There are techniques for eliminating these dependencies [7] . The following loop yields output dependences:
The substitution technique [7] was used for the loops specified in p.3.1÷3.5 in order to eliminate dependences preventing the loops parallelization. The following loop forms are received as the result of applying the substitution technique The loops above were converted from the C language to the Petit language and the iteration dependence analysis for each loop was performed using Petit.
There are no iteration dependences in the case of the 3.1 "for" loop and all loop iterations can be performed in parallel. Using suitable OpenMP directives, the following parallel 3. ; } } Next, let us consider the 3.6 and 3.7 "for" loops. Taking into account the strong similarity of these loops (there is the only difference between them-the first loop operates on variable "ek", the second does on "dk"; variables "ek" and "dk" are of the same type), we examine only the 3.6 "for" loop. However, this analysis is valid also in the case of the 3.7 "for" loop.
First, we have to fill in the loops by the bodies of the corresponding functions (otherwise, we cannot apply the data dependence analysis). The 3.6 "for" loop is obtained after this operation and is presented in Appendix A.
Second, to permit us to carry out dependence analysis, we have replaced all pointer operations with suitable array indexing. Now, we can detect the iteration dependences existing in the considered loop. In order to parallelize this loop, the private variables "i", "keys", "work", "left", "right", "work1", "block", "into", "outof", "into1", "outof1" are used (the variables privatization technique). The parallel 3.6 "for" loop (in accordance with the OpenMP API) is presented in Appendix A.
The 3.7 "for" loop was parallelized in the same way.
SPEED-UP MEASUREMENT
In order to study the efficiency of the parallelization proposed, the Intel C++ compiler (supporting the OpenMP 2.0 API) has been used to run the DES sequential and parallel algorithms. Using two processors versus the only processor, the following speed-ups were received for the encryption and decryption of the same 14,5 megabytes file of plaintext (see Table 1 ). 
Tab. 1. Speed-ups of the DES parallel algorithm
The total speed-up of the DES parallel algorithm depends heavily on two factors: the degree of "for" loops parallelization and the method of writing data to a file (reading a data file operation is significantly faster, so it is not such important factor). The results confirm that the whole DES algorithm and particularly-data encryption and decryption functions are suitable for a high degree of parallelization and it was used a proper C language function writing the data block of 512 bytes to the file (fwrite(&data[i], sizeof(unsigned char), 512, outfile). It is very important to use this function, because in case of applying fprintf function we got 43.7 seconds of total time for the DES parallel algorithm (and 55.0 seconds for the sequential one).
5.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we describe the parallelization of the classic DES algorithm. The DES algorithm was divided into parallizable and unparallelizable parts. We have shown that the "for" loops included in the functions responsible for the encryption and decryption processes are parallelizable. In order to parallelize these loops, the substitution technique, the variables privatization technique and the variable reduction technique were used. In order to permit us to carry out dependence analysis, we have replaced all pointer operations with suitable array indexing. The experiments carried out on a two-processors machine show that the application of the parallel DES algorithm for multiprocessor computers would considerably boost the time of the data encryption and decryption. We believe that speed-ups received for these functions (it is about 1.95) are satisfactory.
However, the code containing I/O functions is unparallelizable, because the access to memory is, by its very nature, sequential. Hence, the total speed-up received on PC computer is about 1.86. Nevertheless, using the memory with more latency (for example, using the interleaving technique) we can even increase the speed-up of the whole parallel program. The hardware synthesis of the DES algorithm will depend on appropriate adjustment of the data transmission capacity and the computational power of hardware. We plan to study other platforms such as SGI and Cray to verify whether they are well situated for the parallel execution of the DES algorithm.
APPENDIX A
Below, the declaration of the variables of des_enc() function are presented: int i, round, blocks; unsigned long fval, right, leftt,work1, work [2] , *into, *outof1, *block, *keys ; unsigned char *cp, *outof, *data, *into1; des_ctx *dc; des_ctx is the following structure type: 
